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Download FreeÂ .Q:
Update object list in
Python I'm trying to

append an empty list.
my_list = [] my_list.appen
d(list.empty()) The effect i
expect is like this : my_list
= [] my_list.append(list.e
mpty()) print(my_list) =>
[[]] But it shows an error:

TypeError:
object.append() argument

must have __len__
attribute A:
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Set.append(..):
my_list.append([]) You
already have a list [] in

your dictionary, so you'll
just append that, and the
list() constructor will do
the same thing: >>>

my_list = [] >>>
my_list.append(list())

>>> print(my_list) [] So
let's go over what's

happening here: list()
creates an empty list The
list() function is inbuilt, so
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you don't even have to
import it. list() is an

immutable object, so it
does not have.append()

This is what you're trying
to do If you wanted to
append a new list, use

list.append() on a specific
instance of list: >>>

my_list = [] >>>
my_list.append([]) >>>

print(my_list) [] And
here's the equivalent of

list(), from the "list"
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module: >>> from
__future__ import

print_function >>> list()
[] >>> list.append([])

>>> print(list()) [] So to
sum it up, use the

list.append() function on a
list to append a new list.
Hope that helps! A: The

error you get is not
because you have

list.empty().append()
somewhere, but you are
using list.empty() in the
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first place, so error is
because this method does

not return a list, it
6d1f23a050
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